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Rain did not keep spectators away from celebrating Martin
Luther King Day at Yerba Buena Gardens in San Francisco.

Celebration fit for

a

JCing

By Jeff Niese
Spartan Daily Senior Staff Writer
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San Jose State student Jentna Gibson takes a moment to pray in Yerba Buena Gardens where passengers of the Freedom
Train came to listen to speehes and music in rememberance of Martin Luther King.

When Michelle Mouton was 10 years
SAN FRANCISCO
old, the dream of a legendary civil rights leader was brought into
her life.
"Before that it was just in pages (in textbooks), talking
about it made it real," Mouton said.
What made the dream real was listening to first-hand
experiences of the civil rights movement from her mother and
uncle.
Monday, the San Jose State University student rode the
Freedom Train to San Francisco and marched for 45 minutes
with thousands of other people down Mission Street to the Yerba
Buena Gardens Center for the Arts to celebrate the life of slain
civil rights leader Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
Like many other marchers, Mouton said she was there to
show support for King’s dreams and to keep them alive.
The rainy weather did not dampen the festive mood as
about 10,000 people listened to various speakers. gazed at the
water falls of the King monument or just got wet during the afternoon event. At one point the celebration took on the tones of a
rally as numerous speakers protested against the recently passed
Proposition 209.
KNiv news anchor Dennis Richmond and Carolyn Tyler
from rival KG introduced people in the event, and the occasion
ended with thousands of people singing happy birthday to Dr.
King.
For Mouton and her friend, Jenina Gibson, also an SJSU
student, the day started out as they hopped on the Freedom Train
which left the San Jose Cahill CalTrain Station at 10:30 a.m.
Gibson said the purpose of the holiday is not to just show
honor for King hut also for 211 people who have worked Mr equality.
See Freedom Train, page 9

Heritage Gateways to break ground in March
By Jana Seshadri
!Spartan Daily Staff Writer
The Heritage Gateway Campaign, SJSi s
first -ever, privately funded campus -wide capital
campaign, is scheduled to break ground in
March a university official said,
According to Virginia Rivera, the acting
director of development for university advancement, a series of eight gateways was designed
and will be constructed entirely with the support of private contributions nom alumni, on campus supporters and friends of the university.
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Teens released
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of infanticide
released on hail

One of the eight gateways will In: built at dif
ferent entryways to the campus and .iili will
designed in omplimentary, yet dillerent.
Spanish/Mediterranean style reflecting the his
tory and heritage of San Jose Rivera said.
vl.he total cost of the campaign is prole, I «I to
he $1.2 million which will be collected in two
phases: the leadership phase and the public
phase. ’Fhis cost includes an endowment fund of
5300,000 to ntaitti,iitI the gates.
A committee of 12 people. chaired by 1966

Friday

business alumnus Phil Boyce, began the leadership phase by dent 1 ying and approaching
potential oninhutors iii the community and
was success, ill in raising over $850,000 from
less than 15 people. Boyce and his wife contributed $51000 to name the fountain on
Central Plata.
I hese leadership % ontributions will provide
naming opportunities for donors," said Rivera.
.111e gateway at South Seventh and San Salvador
streets will be named after the San Jose National

Parking woes on
campus create
semi-annual
traffic problems
for commuters
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By Dona Nichol
Spartan Italie Staff Writer
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Redesign
taking
final steps
I By Laura Lazaarini
I Spartan Daily Downtown Editor
’Hie
Academic
Steering
Committee over the winter break
took several last steps toward reallocating 83 million dollars expected
front programs and colleges slated for
reduction and elimination.
While students opened their
Christmas presents, the Academic
Steering Committee met six times
over the break reviewing an October
report from A task force looking at reorganizing San lose State University’s
various colleges and departments.
The Redesign ’task Force has recommended t fist some colleges and
departments be enlarged and others
be reduced or eliminated.
Academic
Steering
The
Committee’s task is to work out the
finances. It has to determine who will
get the $3 million expected frorn college and department reductions and
eliminations.
See Redesign, page 3

‘Flubber’ leaves student extras flustered

Page 5

plague team:

Bank which contributed $100,000 to this project.
"Jim Kenny, (a 1967 alumnus), president
and CEO of San Jose National Bank and several other members of the board are S)SI.: alumni
and they felt strongly about donating to this
project," said Laura Graves, who is in charge of
marketing.
Other contributors include 1 aimeric .i hi irk

Gov. Pete Wilson’s proposed
I"}-98
budget
would
give
( :alifornia’s education system a $37
billion boost with a $113.4 million
increase earmarked for the CSU system.
All three segments of higher education - the University of California,
California State University and the
California Community Colleges - will
receive 4 percent increases in the proposed budget in their general funds.
Inc every general fund dollar, 55
cents would go to education, 13 cents
would go to higher education, while
42 cents would go toward K-12 education.
Under Wilson’s proposed budget,
(he UC system is slated for an increase
of $125.6 million and the community colleges for a $237.8 million
increase.
"There’s no greater gift to our children than a quality education...," said
Wilson in his State of the State
Address on Jan. 7.
"The Chancellor is very pleased
that the governor is continuing to rec-
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Robin Williams jokes with fans outside Washington
Square Hall during the filming of "Flubber "

Making it in the movies takes talent, a passion for acting and years of dedication and hard
work, right?
Wrong.
As a group of SJSU students discovered, all it
took to be an extra in the Walt Disney
Production "Flubber," being filmed at SJSU last
Thursday and Friday. was patience, a good
appetite, more patience and a lot of free time.
The U.S.. Army’s saying, "Hurry up and
wait.", would have been the perfect slogan for
this movie starring comedian Robin Williams.
Student extras were told to report at 9:30 A.M.
Friday hut did not go in front of the cameras
until that evening, more than eight hours later.

Thursday was even worse. The extras never
got called and were sent home after hours of
tedious waiting.
So what do extras do while waiting for their
scene to being filming? Well, they have a
choice. l’hey can eat, do homework, read, chat,
eat or watch ’IV. Most of the extras chose to eat,
which helped pass the time while Williams and
the film crew filmed a classroom scene in
Washington Square flail.
Fortunately, the menu offered good variety
wood grilled New York steak with homemade onion steak sauce, shrimp sauteed with
portabello mushrooms, steam mussels and
cheese and shitaki
For extra Windy Keefe, who had left Vallejo
See

Flubber,

page 6
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Campus gateways are financially the wrong way
new promenade on San
Whave
Carlos Street and a newly retrofitted Tower Hall. Now, eight
gateways will be constructed beginning in
March and we want to know why this university is soliciting and spending SI.2 million
to build decorative symbols.
We’ve said it before and we will say it
again: This university has no business soliciting donations for cosmetic facades while
SPA; infrastructure is crumbling.
.niverstry President Robert Caret has

already remodeled his office and had Tower
Hall retrofitted. In fact, Caret’s first duty in
office didn’t even address academics.
Instead, his priority was cleaning the windows on campus. Why do we now need towers?
They will not make the university a safer
place and they will not educate any minds.
The administration wants us to believe
that towers, by making the campus more
palatable to the eyes, will enhance SJSU’s
standing among Bay Area schools. We don’t
want to dash anyone’s hopes, but this univcr-

sity will remain behind Stanford, Cal and
Santa Clara in the eyes of the general population, simply because we aren’t private and we
aren’t one of the UC schools.
Can we overcome this simply by putting
up towers while we watch our students stumble around the information superhighway?
No. The reason our beloved campus is constantly thought of after the other schools is

that we aren’t elitist.
The California State University system is
supposed to be the higher education system
of the masses; those who can’t afford private
schools, who struggled in high school, who
are community college transfers and others
who are returning to school.
While the CSU system is the system for
the masses, we must make sure students who
want a degree from this university are given
the best possible tools with which to learn.
Spending 81.2 million on gateways is
unconscionable, especially when we are talk -

Reader viewpoints
essential to success
of opinion page

Students in denial
about new semester
developments dominated the national news
Four
during winter break. And these developments
deserve our attention.
l’he demonization of Newt Gingrich, speaker of the
House of Representatives, became a fair accompli. House
ethics investigators have recommended that Gingrich
pay Si00,000 and endure a reprimand for his political
sins. This hefty fine and open rebuke constitute
Gingrich’s penance for using tax-exempt status for political purposes and lying to Congress. The country may be
stuck with a demon as Speaker of the House.
Gingrich’s counterpart, Robert J. Dole, has almost
avenged his loss to Clinton for the Oval Office. Last
week, the president invited Dole to receive the
Presidential Medal of Freedom, the nation’s highest civilian honor. Aker the president’s speech commemorating
the 0«asion, I fole drew laughter from the audience by
starting to recite the presidential oath of office.
"I, Robert J. Dole, do
solemnly swear ... " Dole blurted out. "Sorry, wrong speech,"
Dole concluded. The former
senator, however, admitted that
he would have loved to get the
key to the White House from
Bill Clinton. Dole may be
OF REASON
vying for a post as a comedian. VOICE
is .1.,i.f.
As to the key to the White
I louse, he may try again at the
age of 80. Now, however, Dole is too young for that
lion( ,r.
I he murders of Jonflenet Ramsey And Ennis Cosby
have made it apparent that Americans are not immune
from violence either at home or on the streets these days.
Ramsey, A six -year-old beauty queen, was murdered in
her parents home before Christmas, and Ennis was
killed while changing a flat tire on a West Los Angeles
road last week. Hopefully, a resolution in these brutal
slayings will advance the c AMC of justice, thus removing
two criminals from our streets.
The O.J. Simpson civil trial has also taken center
stage, riveting the nation again to its television set.
Although he WAS acquitted in the criminal case for the
double homicide of his ex -wile Nicole Brown Simpson
and Ronald ( (oldman last year. Simpson has been bedeviled in the civil trial.
While Simpson regained his persisnal freedom after
Isis acquittal in the criminal case, he is fighting for his
financial survival in these civil proceedings. Tile infamous bloody glove purportedly found on his Brentwood
estate played a major role in ISIS not -guilty verdict.
if they (gloves) don’t
Cochran’s rhythmic rhetoric"
punctuated the drama of
fit, you 11111Nt acquit"
Simpson’s protracted criminal case.
hi All abbreviated civil trial, however, the famous
Bruno Magli shoes have destroyed his credibility with the
jury. "If the shoes fit, Simpson must wear them" is the
perfect statement for the plaintiffs’ closing statement.
’Ili, Not+ gloves gave Simpson his personal freedom,
but die famous Bruno Magli shoes may take away his
Ii nancial I reedom.
The 31 pictures depicting Simpson in Bruno Magh
shoes mass,’ him $31 million in damages. A judgment
sits t AIM’
,t
IIIM to flee to another state. Ile has very little
(quits- left in his Bretnwood mansion and has already
won the c . dy of his two children, Sydney and Justin.
Gingrit h’s demonizat sin, Dole’s humor. the murders
of Ramsey and Cosby, and the Simpson trial have distracted you from the spong semester. If you are still in
denial, do yourself a log favor: Start focusing on the new
semester, will you?
John I out’

11 d

Your role: Examine our work
police department and a mystery woman
are back in school. That means
you
who said the two held her at gunpoint and
we are back in your hands. That
forced her to have MX with them.
also means that you arc either linSince Irvin and Williams had previous
ing your birdcage with our work or you
run-ins with the judicial system, both were
really want to read about what is going
all but sentenced by members of the media
on on your campus.
atallins who WIC ready to put each player
That is why the Spartan Daily is here
under cu-tizen’s arrest.
to inform our readers about what is
Irvin was quick to jump on the media’s
going on in the world around them.
sanational nature when he said Inc couldn’t
(L)id you think we worked this hard to
wait to see the news hounds "re-run and rekeep your bird’s droppings from sticking
print" the truth about the accusations
to the cage?)
which turned out to be fabricated.
Having spent more than five years in
The Cowboys coverage, however, was
the journalism department, it is safe to
outdone by the coverage of the recent
say that the Spartan Daily is the lifeline
murder of Bill Cosby’s only son, Ennis.
of SJSU’s print journalism department.
True, Cosby’s murder is a tragedy, but
And after serving as a reporter and ediWe
should
be
both CNN and FOX news showed live
tor before, I also feel We in saying that
footage of the body laying on the Southern
I have never been more excited about a
examined
California pavement.
semester on the Spartan Daily.
very closely
Having been in various newsrooms, I
Why do I feel this way? There are
know the excitement that can run through
two reasons:
by
our
a reporter’s bloodstream when he or she
First, the journalism department
gets a hold of’ a breaking story. However,
opened up the option for former edireaders,
we must act responsibly.
tors, like myself, to return as teacher
The question we must always ask ourassistants to produce the paper.
because
selves is, "What service are we giving our
Therefore, a number of us bring a
media, in
audience?" This question sometimes can
wealth of experience to the Spartan
left out during the rush of a breaking
Daily staff this semester.
general, need be
news story or major event.
Second, this will be an opportunity
This makes your role as the audience
for the Spartan Daily staff to produce
to be
very important.
quality publications with hard-hitting
examined.
One of the roles of the media is to
journalism on thought -provoking
question and examine the government’s
issues during a time when members of
decisions. Your role as the audience is to
the media need to reaffirm their duties.
question our repotting of the government. And our role
Coverage of the Dallas Cowboys incident and the muras Spartan Daily editors is no exception. We should be
der of Ennis Cosby arc two examples where the media
examined very closely by our readers, because media, in
acted irresponsibly.
general, need to be examined.
A few weeks ago, the Cowboys’ Michael Irvin and
Kevin Williams were on practically every newscast, talk
Larry Ice is the Spartan [Maly Executive Editor
show and sports front page in the country declaring
their innocence of accusations made by the Dallas
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pinions wanted. This semester the opinion
page will continue the tradition of providing a
political and social forum for the SJSU community. This is an open invitation to anyone with a
desire to stimulate thought to use this page as a platform
for cultivating everything from strictly conservative to
extremely liberal views.
A myriad of ideas will grace this page
offensive to
some, brilliant to others, yet imperative to all. This page
is not limited to journalism students. Anyone seeking to
instill knowledge and understanding arc encouraged to
submit essays reflecting campus issues, anecdotes about
life or political perspectives.
Campus viewpoints and
opinion pieces are important
in understanding our campus
climate. In the past, issues were
as diverse as the student population and they were the catalyst for progress or sometimes
just great arguments.
Last semester, Spartan
Daily staff writers tackled seriAPATHY
ous subjects, such as gay AVOIDING
By Christine Ann Burns
rights, partial-birth abortion
and drug legalization. With
cautious sensitivity, writers explored the culture clash of
immigrant tradition with U.S. law and with mock idealization they advocated the legalization of drugs.
These issues sparked passionate, heartfelt responses
from readers who wanted
to express their disgust,
outrage, agreement Or
A myriad
appreciation. Reader feedof ideas will
back enhanced this page,
and the exchange of
grace this
opposing ideas sometimes
led to a better understandpage
ing of complex, often delicate issues.
offensive
Priority will always be
given to campus viewto some,
points and we encourage
brilliant
letters to the editor that
respond to a timely issue
yet
to others,
covered in the paper, espe(ially letters that disagree.
imperative
Viewpoints
that
to all.
counter popular sentiments will be featured as
well. Various topics may
be submitted and most material will be left to hold its
own. However, this page is not a scoreboard for personal vendettas, and it will not cater to libelous, personal
attacks.
The sole purpose of this page is to educate, enlighten and present ideas from all angles. Therefore, obscenities and derrogatory language will be edited.
To ensure accuracy and concisivcness, contributors
must provide a phone number or other means of contact as all submissions must be verified.
If your objective is to influence public opinion or
you just have an aching desire to speak your mind, we
want to know about it. When an issue or experience
makes you angry or elated, don’t just sit back in quiet
disregard. Pick up a pen or tap away at the keyboard and
let us know.
Release the tension from your brow, and be heard.

0
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ing about cutting back on programs and
downsizing. If SJSU is going to ask for
money, it should be for scholarships and
grants, computer labs and library resources.
In this day and age of people not wanting
to pay taxes to fund education we need to
use our resources wisely.
The next time this university decides to
ask its alumni and corporate donors for
money, let’s make sure that it’s for things
that will help the educational environment,
not the aesthetic one.
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ii task on the Church of
Sc ientology in the Nov. 19
issue (by William Jeske).
Jcskc does a satirical piece on
himself and the movies, launches
into A vicious dialogue about the
religion and comments about a
celebrity making A movie that forwards a campaign about the religion.
I assume he is referring us the
German government’s leading
political party that tried to have
John Travolta’s "Phenomenon"
boycotted because he is a
Scientologist, claiming the movie
was about Scientology.
It made no difference to them
that the author of the material the
movie was based on stepped forward and stated emphatically this
movie was written solely off of his
own ideas and concepts and was
not at all about Scientology and
that he was not a Scientologist.
The German political party
attempted a boycott of Tom
Cruise’s,"Mission Impossible," and
musicians have been banned from
performing there because of’ their
religious beliefs.
Not only is the column offen.

Letter to the Editor

is vital that prejudicial ()pinions
are understood for what they
Are.

I’m not saying
we have
to agree ...
but there’s no
reason not
to treat each
other with
respect or
civility.
sive with its discriminatory
remarks, which are paraded as fact,
but even the phrase in the attached
notes to the column are offensive
in explaining the demeaning opinions of the author as he "tries to
slap some sense into all those followers of Scientology."
Encouraging individuals to
think for themselves and learn the
right of free speech is important. It

’1 here is a difference between
discriminating against race, gender
or religion, but there seems to be a
lack of awareness on bigotry in
relation to religion, at least in
(Jeske’s) column.
I’m not saying we have to agree,
because perspectives are diverse.
But there’s no reason not to treat
each other with respect or civility.
Jeske wrote an article where he
supported the Cult Awareness
Network as an informed source.
This same source recently had a
million -dollar judgment against it
for its role in the kidnapping of a
Washington man in order to
change his religious beliefs. CAN
has been intimately involved in
condoning kidnapping and holding people of m:ny faiths against
their will for the purpose of clung-ing their religious beliefs.
No one should have the right to
decide which religions are OK.
Darlene Bright
Church of Scientology
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Bill Cosby’s mission: education for young blacks
NEW YORK (AP)
A woman
accused of trying to extort millions of
dollars from Bill Cosby is among the
numerous students who have benefited from the comedian’s belief that
hope for young blacks lies in education.
With his own doctorate, Cosby
has been speaking at graduation ceremonies for years and has backed up
his efforts with donations of time and
money including $20 million to
mostly black Spelman College in
Atlanta.
But one act of kindness apparently
backfired.
Autumn Jackson. 22, who had
received tuition money from Cosby
for years, tried to extort $40 million

from him, federal prosecutors
charged. She claimed to be Cosby’s
illegitimate daughter and earlier this
month threatened to sell her story.
Cosby’s lawyers contacted the FBI
after getting another fax from Ms.
Jackson on Thursday, the day Cosby’s
son, Ennis, was shot to death in an
apparent robbery attempt in Los
Angeles.
Cosby has denied he is her father.
Ms. Jackson was among numerous
talented students around the country
to whom Cosby and his wi6,
Camille, have given aid.
’Those chosen "have to meet strict,
scholarship criteria," Joel Brokaw, a
family spokesman in Los Angeles, said
Tuesday. He said he did not know

where Ms. Jackson attended college,
what she studied or how the Cosbys
heard of her.
"It’s a philanthropic activity they
do very privately. And they’re very
hands-on about it, monitoring their
progress closely," he said, adding that
he couldn’t estimate how many
young people have benefited over the
years.
Cosby, never shy about pointing
out problems in the black community, urges young people not to blame
their setbacks on race. Instead, he said
in an interview last year, the answer is
to become better educated.
The 59-year-old actor earned an
estimated $33 million last year,
according to Forbes magazine’s list of

the highest -paid celebrities.
In 1988, the Cosh’s contributed
$20 million to century-old Spelman
the largest gift ever made to a black
college. Cosby said in an interview
last year that he wanted to reward the
women’s college, attended by two of
his four daughters, where white
Christians from New England had
defied segregation laws to educate
blacks.
Cosby also has given benefit performances for nearby Morehouse
College, from which his only son
graduated after overcoming dyslexia.
Ennis Cosby was pursuing a Ph.D.
in special education at New York’s
Columbia University when he was
shot to death early Thursday while

changing a flat tire.
Bill Cosby, who grew up poor in
Philadelphia, got his bachelor’s degree
from Temple University in that city.
He earned a doctorate in education in
1976 at the University of
Massachusetts with a thesis on how to
use the media to help kids learn. Mrs.
Cosby got her doctorate in education
from the same school in 1992.
Year after year, the couple has
donated $100,000 here and $500,000
there to schools, cancer research, athletics, urban renewal even helping
victims of Northern California’s 1989
earthquake.
At Temple University. the Cosbys
sponsor five scholarships a year.
In addition, "there are numerous

students who are here because of his
generosity," said university spokeswoman Harriet Goodhcart.
Ms. Jackson, of Los Angeles, and
an alleged accomplice, Jose Medina,
51, of Bethesda, Ohio, were arraigned
Tuesday in federal court in New York
and held without bail.
Medina’s lawyer, Neil Checkman,
said his client was not part of any
extortion conspiracy. Medina says he
is a screenwriter, the lawyer said.
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Redesign
From page 1
The preliminary report is expected
to be completed before a retreat
scheduled for February 7, so members
of the Academic Senate, elected representatives from the colleges, elected
members of the student body, and
members of the Redesign Task Force

the Academic Steering
and
Committee can deliberate and discuss
the academic priority process.
"We have a lot of work to do to
come up with a single report," said
Veril Phillips, executive assistant to
provost Linda Bain.

Writer Walter Mosley
reads from new novel
Almaden Room. Everyone is welcome to attend the event. For
more infrination call 293-2401.

Best-selling author Walter
Mosley will he coming to San Jose
State University on Thursday to
read from his latest novel "Gone
Fishin’." Mosley has won critical
acclaim for his two previous novels
"Devil in a Blue Dress" and "A
Little Yellow Dog."
The event, presented
by the SJSU Center
for the Literary Arts,
will take place at the
Union
Student
Ballroom Thursday at
7:30 p.m. The event is
free for SJSU students, faculty and
staff with ID general admission for
everyone else is $10. For more
information call (408) 924-1378.

Canterbury
Episcopal
Community will host worship,
scripture and communion sessions
today at noon in St.
Paul’s Church located at 405 South 10th
_ Street, San Jose. For
more information call
293-2401.

WHIP

the
Senate, Jerry Simmons,
The preliminary report prepared committee.
Thousands of pages of documents Associated Students president.
by the steering committee will not be
It is projected that Provost Bain
made available until after the will be brought to the retreat. Among
February retreat and will include the the documents will be feedback letters and President Robert Caret will make
colleges and programs that will be from all the depanments about the their final approval on the academic
priority planning process the fall of
final redesign task force report.
cut, eliminated or even enhanced.
"It’s important to know that the 1997, and at that time implementaAccording to Kenneth Peter, chair
of the Academic Senate and the departments that have not responded, tions of any recommendations will
Academic Steering Committee, the need to get their feedback into the begin phasing in, Peter added.
final drafi report will be presented at Provost Rain’s office by the end of the
the first Academic Senate meeting in first week of school," Peter said.
Departments and students will get
the beginning of April.
"The Academic Senate is very their next chance to give feedback at a
diverse, and the deans and faculty are public forum which will be held
very diverse, which gives fresh per- around mid’ February. and open hearspectives," Peter said predicting the ings early March once the final report
from the Academic Senate is completoutcome of the retreat.
"Every so often it is time to do a ed
Peter also said students should
little housecleaning, " said Edd
Burton, acting associate vice presi- communicate any strong views they
dent, of Educational Planning and hold about this process to the stuResources a member of the steering dent-elected member of the Academic
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medium drink, get et second 6 inch
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The Asian American Christian Fellowship
will be having its first meeting of
the semester today at 7:30 p.m. at
the Student Union ..in the
ettluiddalopek Worn. For more
Canterbury Milo illation ...IL 278-1948.
Episcopal
Community is hosting a dinner
Complied by Shane Lew!)
and discussion today from 5:30-7
Spartan Daily Pnrertainniens Editor
p.m. at the Student Union in the
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English Department Courses
with Openings for Spring 1997

79

1

Freshman Composition (GE)
Engl 001B 32 20349 0830-0920
Engl 001B 33 20351 1030-1120
Engl 001B 34 20371 1200-1315

MWF
MWF
TR

Introduction to Literature (GE)
Engl 010
01
06557 1030-1120
Engl 010
03 06561 1330-1445

MWF WSQ 109
SH 435
TR

English
Baer

Writing Workshop (GE)
Engl 100W 01 06585 0930-1020
Engl 100W 02 06587 1200-1315
Engl 100W 03 06589 1330-1445
Engl 100W 04 06591 1330-1445
Engl 100W 05 06593 1500-1615
Enql 100W 06 06595 1900-2145
Engl 100W 11 06605 1330-1445
17425 1330-1445
Engl 100W 12

MWF SH 410
TR
SH 344
MW DMH 359
TR
SH 344
MW DMH 359
MH 233
MW
SH 240
TR
SH 240

Petersen
Schulter
Okerlund
Schulter
Okedund
Carmichael
Cox
Highby

Children s Literature
Engl 112A 02 06631

TR

SH 100

Patten

WSQ 109

Engell

1330-1445

Film and Literary Perspectives
Engl 117
01
06639 1600-1845

T

Twentieth Century Literature (GE)
01
06707 1800-2045
Engl 177
Women in Literature
01
17457
Engl 182

1200-1315

BC 312
BC 312
BC 111

SH
TR

434

BC 203

Seminar in Modern Approaches to Literature
W
BC 203
01 06731 1900-2145
Engl 204

Futurists say

two of today’s IT
-megamachines" have the greatest
potential to transform the way
we live. The Internet is one.
technology i
Symbolis
Technologies is the
world leader in loser-based bar code
scanning devices.
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Cou ci 1 Travel

394 University Ave. Suite 200
Palo Alto, CA 94301

Level)

To keep pace with our rapid growth, we’re seeking assertive team
players with strong planning and organization skills to join our soles
team. These entry-level sales openings are ideal for confident, careerminded individuals with excellent communication skills. A BA/BS in
Marketing, Business Management or Computer Science is required.
Formal technical training is not as important as an intense curiosity
about today’s advanced technologies.
In addition to a comprehensive two-year training/work program, we
offer an attractive compensation plan, including salary (high 20’s),
exceilent bonus, company car, and benefits package. To find out more
about the unlimited growth potential of this opportunity, please send
your resume to: Symbol Technologies, Inc., Attention: DF/C/SJ,
Human Resources, One Symbol Plaza, MS A9, Holt:Mlle, NY 11742.
Fox: (516) 738-3060. Local Interviews will be held. Visit our website
at www.symbol.com.
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Far Left
Muslims eat two
dates followed
by a glass of
juice, milk or
water to break
the fast followed
by Sambosa, an
egg roll-like
food. The fast is
endured from
sunrise to sunset
during the celebration of
Ramadan at the
Islamic Center
on North Third
Street in San
Jose.

Living right by Allah
San Jose State University students observe holy month
of Ramadan by praying, fasting and helping poor
I By Andrew Davis
I Spartan Dotty Staff Writer
Fifteen Muslims gathered last Sunday at
the Islamic Center Mosque on North Third
Street for the daily breaking of the fast of
!fur -- a tradition practiced during
Ramadan, a month -long period of religious
fasting for the more than one billion
Muslims worldwide
1)iiring the last, which lasts from dawn
until sit nso lor 2’) days, Muslims must
refrain from consuming any food or drink,
engaging in any sexual activity or engaging
in upsetting dist ussions. It is in this way that
the foists is shit ted I mm the physical to the
spiritual, from the worldly to the divine.
"During the year you may stray from the
true path (of Islam) but during Ramadan
you live as you should, and it helps you
remember how to act during the coming
year. said Elisan Khan, an SJSU engineering graduate student.
Throughout the observance of Ramadan
and its five daily prayers, the Islamic separation of Men anti women is at its most evident. According to Islam r radition, women’s
bodies must be completely covered, and
while in the mosque, men and women must

be separated, out of view of one another.
"The covering and separating of women
is not oppression, it is preemption," Khan
said. "Islam forbids pre-marital sex, so covering women of child-bearing age and keeping them from view during prayers, helps
prevent lustful thoughts and actions," she
said.
l/iwan, a 19-year-old SJSU female
business and child development major
agreed, saying, "The covering and separating
is not meant to treat the women as lower
class, rather it is to promote modesty. It is
much more comfortable for men and
women alike to be able to meet and pray
separately, without sexual distractions."
They meet to observe Ramadan, which
honors the period during which Allah
God of Islam related the Koran (the book
of holy teachings) to man through the
prophet Mohammed. The Koran relates the
three main tenets, or pillars, of Islam:
prayer, fasting and helping the poor. All
three are integral parts of the celebration of
Ramadan.
Based on the Islamic lunar calendar, the
period of Ramadan occurs on different dates
each year, starting Jan. 10 this year.
The sighting of a new moon signals the

Left San Jose
State student
Sadaf Diwan,
left, and her sister Lamis break
the fast with
bread and milk
after a day of
fasting in celebration of
Ramadan.
BRENNA
JENNISON
Spartan Daily
beginning of a new month. It takes 35 years
for the cycle to be completed and for
Ramadan to begin on the same date during
a calendar year.
Before the fast at dawn, a prayer is
()tiered and a pre-fast meal, the suhoor, is
eaten.
Prayers are offered at different times during the daylight hours of the fast, and the
fast is typically broken with the sunset eating
of dates (iftar). This is followed by the
nightly prayer and then a dinner.
Fasting is recommended year-round for
all Muslims, hut during Ramadan it
becomes mandatory. Pregnant or menstruating women, travelers, the sick and the
elderly are all exempted from fasting, but

they must make up for it as they can by
helping the less fortunate in their community.
During the fast, most Muslims strive to
read the entire Koran at least once and
spend as much time as they can in a mosque
to hear readings and do their daily prayers.
It is a time of intensive worship and of striving to give of and purify one’s self.
The last 10 days of Ramadan are especially important as each Muslim strives to be
closer to Allah through devotions and good
deeds. The 27th night of Ramadan
known as the Lilatul-Qadr or Night of
Power is the most holy as it is the night
on which the first verses of the Koran were
revealed. Many Muslims spend the entire

JOHN
CLEF_SE

Preparing
The World
For The
21st Century.

JAMIE LEE
CURTIS

night in a mosque praying.
The end of Ramadan will be celebrated
on Feb. 9th with the Tid-ul-Fitr: or the
Festival of Fast breaking. Muslims dress in
holiday attire, attend a special community
prayer in the morning and visit and
exchange gifts with friends and relatives.
All of these elements combine during
Ramadan to provide Muslims with a time of
religious reflection and mental purity, free
from everyday physical concerns.
"Ramadan serves as practice in living this
life correctly." said Abid Saeed, an SJSU
graduate engineering student. "Through the
fast, the prayers and the helping of the poor,
one can better understand their relationship
with Allah."

KEVIN
KLINE

MICHAEL
PALIN

Planning for the future is a key reason that SAFCO Technologies, Inc. is a leader
in cellular telecommunication product manufacturing. As we build upon our
success, we offer outstanding potential at our locations in the United States,
Stint!’ America. Europe and Asia.

? EMBEDDED SOFTWARE ENGINEERS
? APPLICATIONS ENGINEERS
? SYSTEM SUPPORT ENGINEERS
? COMMUNICATION SYSTEM ENGINEERS
? SALES ENGINEERS
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iu have demonstrated experience (educationally or professionally) in any of
the ;those areas, we would like to talk s ith on about your career plans for the
21st century. Send sour resume with salary history to: Dept. C01 SAE(’()
Technologies, Inc., World Headquarters, 6060 Northwest Highway, Chicago,
H. 60631. hrnikOsafco.com. www.safco.com. FAX: 312/631-4938, EOE By
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New Jersey teens accused of killing
their baby released on $300,000 bail
- WILMINGTON, Del
’two
teen-agers accused of killing their
newborn son and dumping his plastic-wrapped body in a motel trash bin
were freed Tuesday on $300000
bail.
High school sweethearts Amy
Grossberg and Brian Peterson were
reunited with their parents at separate undisclosed houses in Delaware,
where they will be held under house
arrest until electronic monitors are
set up in their homes in the affluent
suburbs of Bergen County, N.J.
"They’re both very scared young
teen-agers. They know where they’ve
been. They know what they’re facing
in the future. We’ve got a long road
ahead of us," said Charles M. Ober’’,
an attorney for Ms. Grossberg.
Prosecutor Peter Letang said the
state did not oppose bail for the two
18-year-olds to avoid revealing its
case in a bail hearing. The teens arc
charged with first -degree murder and
could face the death penalty.
It is rare, but not unprecedented.
for bail to be allowed in death penalty cases in Delaware.
Superior Court President Judge
Henry duPont Ridgely ordered the
teen-agers to give up their passports.
sign extradition waivers, live with
their parents under an 8 p.m.-6 a.m.
curfew and wear electronic monitoring ankle bracelets until the Sept. 8
trial..
"I think we’ve done everything we
can to assure they return," Letang

reason they can’t
said. "They arc
get together."
not a risk to other
Ms. Grossberg
people."
"There’s no reaand Peterson must
Letang said the
son
they
can’t
get
report weekly by
defendants could
phone to a pretrial
be home in New together,"
officer in Delaware
Jersey in two to
and meet in-person
days.
three
Peterson attorney
Jack Litman, with the officer
twice a month.
Jack Litman said
Brian Peterson’s attorney
Peterson
had
he hopes they will
just started school
by
home
he
at
Gettysburg
Wednesday.
The judge did not prohibit the College in Pennsylvania and Ms.
Grossberg had begun classes at the
two from seeing each ot her.
"They are young people who University of Delaware in Newark
obviously have a close , loving rela- when she gave birth in a Newark
motel Nov. 12.
tionship," I.itman said. there’s no
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Need Another Class or Two?
YES - We Have Room For You!
S.

The School o ournalism & Mass C ommunication
has openings in the following classes:

Adv.
Adv.
Adv.
Adv.
Adv.

91 Introduction to Advertising- Section 1- MW- 1200-1315
91 Introduction to Advertising- Section 2- TR- 0900-1015
121 Retail Advertising- TR- 1030-1145
122- Business to Business Communications- TR- 1330-1445
123- Radio/TV Advertising- MW- 1330-1445

Jour. 61-C- Beginning Magazine Writing- TR- 1030-1145
PR. 190-A- Principles of Public Relations- Section 1- TR- 1630-1745
PR. 190-A- Principles of Public Relations- Section 2- M- 1830- 2115

2441.4 Stevens Cryck lils . Nut hrs..

(408) 293-5000
gy01,...1111.1.1%
Sm.,. ;8818 lig as,

/usl’akrug

Looking for an upper-division class this spring?
Consider
English 117

The state medical examiner said
an autopsy of the 6-pound. 2 -ounce
full-term boy showed the infant had a
skull fracture and had been shaken.
the defense contends the infant suffered from brain damage months
before birth.
The trial is scheduled to begin
Sept. 9.

-rt.

s)

$89.00 v,/Stuilent II)

Large In-Room Jacuzzi
King Beds
Free hot Breakfast
27" TV’S VCR

Fresh
Bagels t
Espresso t
Sandwiches

Mass
Mass
Mass
Mass
Mass
Mass
Mass

Comm
Comm
Comm
Comm
Comm
Comm
Comm

50- Press & the Public- Section 1- MW- 1630-1745
50- Press & the Public- Section 2- M- 1830-2115
102- Mass Communications & Socity- Section 1- MW- 0730-0845
102- Mass Communicatons & Society- Section 2- TR- 1030-1445
103- History of American Media- TR- 1500-1615
106- Global Mass Communications- Section 1- MW- 1030-1145
106- Global Mass Communications- Section 2- MW- 1500-1615

Film and literature

1 600-1 845

Professor

Just show up at the next class meeting with an ad slip. Some classes
may require prerequisites. Compare catalog requirements and class
descriptions or check with the instructor. Phone 924-3240 for further
information.

Enge I I

Films include: The Grapes of Wrath, Treasure of the
Sierra Madre, Beauty and the Beast, Greed, Broken
Blossoms, and The Long Goodbye.

This is a very user friendly department. Give advertising, journalissm or public
relations a try. Prepare yourself for an exciting job that pays big bucks!

party (par’te)
n. 1. a) a group of people working together to establish or promote particular theories or principles of government
which they hold in common 2. any group of persons acting together; specif., a) a group sent out on a task or mission
b) a group meeting together socially to accomplish a task c) a group assembled for amusement or recreation

Their Idea of a Party.

Our Idea of a Party.

DtAitiAEOnS8c.DragOin"
Tou’re tired of towing the party line. ’You’re looking for
some excitement in your life. Ton crave action. Ton want a
challenge. Ton want IL’ Tort got it. ’The Auvnar its IhiNcEtiris
I)1tAt:w.is Game is all that anti more. It’s yon anti a group of
friends playing characters, like warriors, wizards, and thieves, as
yon explore at adventure your way throngh some of the wildest
worlds in fantasy and science fiction. Its learning how to work

together toward a cominon goal, solving problems creatively, and
walking around itt 401114.0111. 1.14P61 4101.4 for a while. It’s playing a
game where you control the action. Ton want to climb that tree, go
for it. Ton want to arm wrestle an ore, knock yourself out. It’s
your call. There’s no f inish line to cross, no script to follow. The
only limit is that of your own imagination. So join the party with
the At NA 1W En ININGE1 INS & 1)I1A6111,114 Galne from TSR.

It’s Your Party

B.Y.O.B.

(Bring Your Own Brain)

To find the store nearest you call toll -free 1-800-384-4TSR Questions? Call Rob Taylor at 414-248-2902 or Email TSRConSvc@aol.com. Visit us on America Online at keyword TSR
I, and designate trademarks owned by TSR. Inc 01996 TSR, Inc. All rights reserved
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Flubber: film crew takes over Washington Square Hall
From page 1
at 7 a.m. on Friday to get to SJSU
on lime only to spend the day wait-

mg, good food was the only thing that
made the experience tolerable.
"I’ve been called about six times to

be an extra And this is the first time
I’ve been able to come," said Keefe, a
San Francisco State University stu-

dent. "The food is good and that’s
about all that has kept me going. I’ve
been picking at the food all day."
For extra Sally Kite, a SJSU student, there was one thing only that
made the waiting worthwhile
Robin Williams.
"The only reason I’m here is
because Robin Williams is my king,"
Kite said. "He’s my hero of all time."
Kite said she hopes to make some
"connection" in the business since her
major is radio and television.
SJSU senior Ray Navarra was even
luckier than Kite. As a student intern
on the production, he’s had the
opportunity to meet Williams and
work with him on the set. Navarra
has assisted the locations manager as
the production company has filmed
at different sites throughout the Bay
Area since November.
While Disney filmed at SJSU, it
was Navarra’s job to help keep
passers-by in the hallway of
Washington Square Hall quiet while
a scene was being filmed in room 109.
The first thing Navarra has learned
about movie making is that a lot of
long hours are involved.
"Not everyone is made for this
kind of job," Navarra said. "If you’re
into a 9-5 job, this is not for you.
These guys on the crew are beat when
they leave the set but they come back
the next day for more."
Navarra is also pleased that his
school was used as backdrop for a
major Hollywood movie.
"I see this as a real positive thing

P14070 BY DONA NICHOLS Spartan Daily
Lights set up outside the lecture room in Washington Square Hall simulate daylight for Walt Disney’s "Flubber," a
remake of "The Absent-minded professor" with Robin Williams.

for the school," he said "1 here are said. "When I saw him he had schlepalways people who are going to say it’s py old baggy jeans and a baggy shirt.
"Nobody has complained about
a bad thing but I think it’s great. It’s
bringinf in money and helping the this movie. The crew has been
extremely nicc. They even apologize
school.
For two days, the movie crew when they tell me to shut up while
turned the hallway in Washington they’re filming."
Holstrom was talonein wantiSquare Hall into a warehouse of
ng toseeWilliams,
wires, cables, generaAutograph
seekers
tors, lights and equipwaited patiently in
ment. A caravan of
front of Williams’
trucks filled with
trailer on South
equipment lined South
Fourth Street to see
Forth Street from San
the star. Those lucky
Salvador Street to the
enough to get his
South Fourth Street
Autograph
were
parking garage. Studio
thrilled.
security and San Jose
"It was so awesome
police officers patrolled
I can’t explain it," said
the location as electriNadene Coetzer, a
cians, grips, technicians
native of South Africa
Sally Kite
and studio personnel
scurried between scenes
SJSU student who is living in San
Jose. "Just seeing him
moving equipment,
was great but to get
lifting lights and hoisthis autograph, oh that
ing ladders.
was wonderful. And
magic
of
The
he touched my hand."
movies takes a lot of hard work.
Everyone who encountered
"This is so neat to see how they do
this, film a movie," said SJSU geogra- Williams, from crew members to
phy professor Marcia Holstrom. "I fans, described him as friendly and
guess thats why they call it making gracious. True to form, the popular
comedian joked loudly between takes
magic."
Holstrom was on campus last keeping crew members laughing.
The public will have to wait until
week for her two intercession classes.
She didn’t mind having to stop over summer to see how funny Williams is
electrical cables for two days. Getting in "Flubber," a remake of Disney’s
a glimpse of Williams on Friday popular movie "The Absent-Minded
morning made it all worthwhile.
Professor," starring Fred MacMurray.
"He’s just as cute as he can be," she

"The only reason I’m here is
because Robin
Williams is my
king."

Budget: Governor’s plan includes $113.4 million to CSU
From page 1
ognize higher educatimi’s role to the
state’s economy," said Karen Newell
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The following projects are planned
for the governor’s proposed budget:
*About $1.7 million is slated for
operations and maintenance to conStockton
the
former
vert
Development Center to the CSU
Stanislaus Regional Center for
Education and Human Services during its five-year start-up phase. An
additional $2.5 million in bond funds
for capital improvements arc proposed in the budget.
*A total of $3.5 million is intended to continue the development of

proposed budget is a "positive budget
and positive for the CM system."
"... but there is no focus and no
planning (for the future)," said
Callan. "It’s a good enough budget
for the upcoming year, but it is not
focused enough. ’I here’s not enough
planning I or the future."
Budget plans front CSU call for
allocating most of the funding to student enrollment, employee compensation, building maintenance, technology training and developing campuses.

Young, A spokesperson for the CSU
( :hancellor’s Office.
The governor’s planned $113.4
million increase to the CSU system
includes $68.7 million to meet the
1994 Governor’s Compact and $30.4
million to avoid a 10 percent increase
in student fees. The compact is an
agreement with the UC and CSU systems With the state to provide stable
funding from the state.
Pat Callan, the executive director
of the California Higher Education
Policy Center, also agreed that the
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From page 1
after which the South Seventh Street
fountain will be named, and Bay
Networks, which will name the South
Seventh Street column.
"For several of the donors to this
campaign, this is the most significant
contribution," said Rivera.
Besides businesses and corporations, leadership contributions have
been made by individuals like James
Boccardo, a San Jose attorney of 62
years, whose gift of $250,000 will
fund the entire cost of the gateway at
San Carlos and South Fourth streets.
"I graduated from San Jose State
in 1931 and went on to Stanford taw
School," said Boccardo. "But San Jose
State will always be my first love and

Just answer a few short questions about nutrition and you will walk
away with a $5.00 voucher good at any of the food vendors in and
around the University Union building.
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The Precollegiate Academic
Development Program would receive
$1 million to train CSU students to
assist middle and high school students
in their academic course work. The
goal of tl-e program would be to raise
the skill levels of entering students
and to prepare them for college-level
classes.
*Wilson’s commitment to support
K-12 education continues with a proposal of $5 million to explore new
ways of preparing teachers for the
classroom. The California higher education system trains more than 10
percent of the nation’s classroom
teachers.

Gateways

S211

S1,1,11,1s. 511/ \ ,o1-5111411.1.

the two-year old CSU Monterey Bay
and CSU San Marcos campuses.
.A $13.5 million allocation initiates the Integrated Technology
Strategy for computer hardware, software access, training, and user support.
*In continuing its series of policy
actions to reduce remedial education,
the CSU proposes to spend $5 million to expand outreach efforts to
charter schools to assist students who
are traditionally not fully prepared to
pursue a college education, and to
work directly with teachers on new
instructional methods and techniques
Id assist students in need of special
assistance.

interprets

or

ulltlr

onsodations. pit asi tolat 1 us al

I think this is a good opportunity to
help the university."
Moving into the public phase, the
second phase in gathering money, the
campaign is set to target smaller contributors like university staff, faculty,
students and friends with amounts
between $25 to $25,000.
What started as an extension of
the Pasco de San Carlos Pedestrian
Mall project, these gateways will serve
as major landmarks of the region,
"welcoming" people into the university, a place of knowledge and wisdom said Rivera.
Rivera said this project facilitated
from surveys indicating that the
image of the university needs
impmvement. She said she hopes the
gateways will contribute largely to the
beauty, unity and pride within the
campus, thereby enhancing the image
of the university.
Rivera said she also hopes this project will increase awareness among the
SJSU family - alumni, faculty, staff
and students - since the university
relies heavily on private contributions, especially after cutbacks in government funds.
"Private support is now a priority
of the university," said Rivera.
For more information about the
gateways project contact Rivera at
(408) 924-1473 or write to The
Heritage Gateway Campaign, One
Washington Square, San Jose, CA
95192-0257.
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INSTANT CREDIT
Guaranteed Credit Cards With Credit Limits
Up To $10,000 Within Days!
No

CREDIT.

No

no credit

JOB.

No

PARENT -SIGNER. NO SECURITY DEPOSIT!

had credit

no income?

You Can Qualify To Receive 1111111ƒftai
Two Of The Most Widely Used siiiissal/S4
Credit Cards In The World Today!
Want VISA & MasterCard Credit Cards?

I: 0 I? AI

YES!
I

I want Credit Cards immediately. 100% OUARA11TEIEDI
CRED1TNAX, PO BOX 468432, ATLANTA, GA 31146
Name
Address
Clay
Phone I
Signature

Own anteed S10,000 In Credit !
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Man bites off stray dog’s testicles
CORNING, Calif. (AP)
An
iron worker angry at a stray dog who
tried to mount his German Shepherd

laces a charge of cruelty to animals for
biting off the stray does testicles.
Raymond Leroy Belew, 25, told

Are Poor English Skills Stopping You From
Getting a Great Job or Promotion????

until then

The Spartan Bookstore is ready for RUSH
when you are. We listened to your
suggestions and have added new features
to the bookstore to make your shopping
experience more enjoyable.
LOOK FOR:
Text

Jose

1111111MIIMBE AINIV
111.
Or CAN HELP ! !
Test of English for Inel Communication is the world standard
for measuring English ’towage ability in the business environment.

February 22, 1997
San Jose State University

Test Date:
Where:
Sign up

NOW

to get

your

TONIC

Credential !!

For info/rogistration, call ICI Inel at 607-748-9500,
fax 607-748-9614, USICIfisol.cons OR http://toeic-usa.com

Quick

Our personal shopping service for textbooks

Product Locaters

officers he was training horses
Saturday afternoon when he noticed
a long-haired, black -and -white dog
jump into the bed of his pickup
truck and mount his female dog.
According to Tchama County
Sheriff’s Cmdr. Paul Hosier, Mew
tried to separate the dogs, and
"maybe the mutt bit him, maybe it
didn’t. He had red marks, but no
broken skin."
Beim told officers he retaliated
against the dog by "taking it, turning
the dog upside down, spreading its
legs, biting its testicles and spitting
them on the ground," Hosier said.
Deputies found Belew in the
neighborhood, listened to his story,
then discovered one of the dog’s testicles on the ground. Beim was
arrested and booked into "Fehama
County jail, then released on $3,000
bail.
The stray was cuthanized by animal control officers.

Are you English 1A and 18 student?

Index guides and floor maps

Spartan Spectaculars
New books at used hook prices

Special Departmental Sales
Up to 50% off selected items

General

Supply Value Pack
Thr basics, for a lot less
The Valentine Boutique

Do you
have trouble revising and editing your own
work?
need help in applying the lessons you learn in
class when drafting your papers?
feel unsure about the punctuation and grammar
choices you make as a writer?

The Writing Center can help.

For that perfect gift

English 2L is a two -unit, credit/no credit course
offered through the English Department’s Writing
Center. At the Center, students meet once a week
for 90 minutes with tutors who help them review
to instructor’s
according
papers
and revise
paragraph
and
sentence
practice
comments,
skills,
and review the conventions of
writing
grammar, sentence structure and punctuation.
BOOKSTORE
SPA RI AN

Come by Sweeney Hall (SH) 229 to find out more
about the tutorial program available to you at the
Writing Center. Or call us at 924-4714.

SHOPS
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you coufo fae aff
your classes al (S/ale.
You cougalso fly
your pizza thfrom Italy.
Come on, you’re on a student budget
Why pay more for the basics than you have to’)
At City College, you can get your Math. Science and English
requirements taken care of for Just $111 /UNIT.
Even better, they’re not impossible to get into
Classes start January 27th, Mini -semester starts February 24th
Bring this ad in to get your free Schedule

2104 (V)/)14.’llie/1/ and UN’orda
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COURSES:

A, counting

Biology

Dental Assisting

English

Humanities

Philosophy

Administration of lustice

Chemistry

Disabled Students Program

English as a Second Language

Machine Technology

Photography

Chiid E Family Studies

Economics

English Learning Skills

Mathematics

Physics

Aorononly

Computer Information Systems
Construction Technology

Electronics E Computer

Health Science

MUSIC

Political Science

Technology

History

Natural Science

Psychology
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Freedom Train: People
of all races march in City
From page 1
"The day is meant to rei.ognite
those who fought and struggled for
our people," said Gibson, who participated in the freedom train for the
first time Monday.
Anticipating the weather, Mouton
and Gibson bore sweat shirts, coats,
blue-jeans and umbrellas. Once in the
march the two put on and took off
clothes dictated by the unpredictable
sky.
As they marched with the thou-

sands of people Mouton said, "Look
down the street and you see a couple
thousand people, all different races,
it’s really cool. There’s a whole lot of
different people here it’s not just
the black communes’."
But for Mouton the day brought
back memories of when she learned
how her family was affected by the
legendary man.
"It was the first time I heard my
mom talk about the ’60’s, it was really cool," Mouton said.

Far left: Joyce
Jams sings
songs in praise
of Rev. Marlin
Luther King
while she
marches with
thousands
down Market
St. in San
Francisco.
Left: After
arriving in San
Franc,sco, passengers of the
Freedom Train
marched down
4th and Market
street holding
banners and
singing songs.

PHOTOS BY MAX
BECHERER
Spartan Daily

Stanford mall to add Tiffany’s

Three arrested at anti-King Day march
Three
CUMMING, Ga. (Al’)
people were arrested during a mull
protest march in predominantly
white Forsyth County, 10 years after
a pro-Martin Luther King Jr. Day
march ended in violence.
A member of a white supremacist
group called the Nationalist
Movement was charged Monday

with simple assault, and two counter demonstrators were charged with disorderly conduct, ;heriffs spokesman
Jeff Famiglierii said.
Roughly 15 protesters -- chanting racial slurs and waving
Confederate, Ku Klux Klan and
American flags marched under
police guard to the county court-

house steps for a three-hcur rally.
"We’re pleased with the turnout.
said Klan leader Daniel Carver of
Flabersham County. "We’re celebrating the 10th anniversary of he march
in Forsyth County. Forsyth is one of
few white counties left in the country.
There’s no better place to spread (the
Klan’s) message."

Silicon Valley, according to surveys, has the
SAN FRANCISCO (AP)
highest salaries in the country, so it should come as no surprise that Tiffany
& Co. has announced plans to follow Bloomingdale’s to the Stanford
Shopping Center.
The jewelry and luxury merchandise retailer said it will open in the Palo
Alto mall by the end of May, its second location in the Bay Area.
The 6,000-square-foot store will carry Tiffany’s entire line of fine and
engagement jewelry, watches, china and crystal objects.
Tiffany’s first Bay Area store opened in San Francisco’s Union Square area
in 1963.
"We’ve been looking at the Palo Alto area for several years," said Wally
Steiner, Tiffany’s regional vice president.

A 1987 mat.:h in King’s honor
turned violent as about 2,500
counter-demonstrators threw rocks
and bottles at about 75 marchers.
An anti-racism march the next
week drew some 20,000 marchers
and widespread attention to a county
where minorities still make up less
than 2 percent of the population.

Have You Ever Wanted To
Manage A Restaurant?
OPEN TO ALL MAJORS
The Hospitality Management program is
offering a fun antfetineational chin in
Culinary Concepts. It covers food & beverage
production techniques; preparation of food &
beverage with emphasis on quality standards.
Nufs/Hspm/Bus3 023 will meet at the First
Class University Room (behind Spartan Pub)
on either MI% or ’FR from 10:30-1:20pm. For
more into, call the instructor
Mr. Alan Finklestein at 924-3216 or
Hospitality Management at 924-3197.
It’s a great opportunity!

.111MMommM,411,1Aw.,MAPOWAiki

JuSt in caSe
you decide to buy

Learn culinary concepts!
Social Science Department
Open Classes
MWF 1030-1120
AAS 25
DMH 164
AAS 33A
MWF 1030-1120
SH 100
MWF 1130-1220
WSQ 207
AAS 33A
MWF 1230-1320
WSQ 207
AAS 33A
DMH 150
AAS 33B
TR
1500-1615
W
1900-2145
DMH 234
AAS 33B
DMI1 234
AAS 33B
TR
1200-1315
AAS 160
W
1800-2045
Will 124
AAS 175
DWI 162
TR
1200-1315
DNIII 234
TR
1330-1445
AAS 195
AAS 275
TR
1200-1315
DM11 234
DWI 162
TR
0900-1015
CP 191
DWI 357
SocS 100W MWF 1030-1120
DM!! 234
1800-2045
SocS 100W M
I)M11 234
MWF 1130-1220
SocS 177
W
1700-1945
DWI 162
SocS 178
DMI1 234
TR
1030-1145
SocS 193’
DM1 1 162
MWF 1230-1320
SocS 193’
1800-2045
DMI1 164
W
SocS 193’
’1X-listed with AAS 193, CP 193, WomS 193)
UGH 122
TR
1330-1445
SocS 194
DMII 164
1k
1030-1145
SocS 195
1k
BC 210
1330-1445
SocS 195
DMI1 2324
MWF 1130-1220
SocS 195
DNIII 353
1800-2045
W
SocS 195
1800-2045
UGH 217
SocS 297
W
DMI1 162
R
1700-1945
SSED 378
DM!’ 234
WomS 10
TR
0730-0845
DN111 162
WomS 10
MWF 0730-0820
WomS 10
MWF 0830-0920
Dll 416
BC 210
WomS 20*
TR
1030-1145
DM!! 162
TR
1330-1445
WomS 20*
"(X -listed with AAS 20)
0900-1015
TR
DWI 214
WomS 101
DN1t 1 164
MWF 1130-1220
WomS 101
MWF 1030-1120
DMII 162
WomS 112
DN111 162
1800-2045
NI
WomS 160
1800-2045
DN111 234
1
WomS 192

Jimenez
Gutierrez
Franks
Gutierrez
Yamato
Doi
Yamato
Ng
Do
Yamato
Do
Jarrah
Boyd
Lane
Gutierrez
Fianna
Helmbold
Byerly
Byerly
Do
11111
11111
Staff
Bverly
Do
Boyd
Bengiveno
Byerly
Moallem
Moallem
Moallcm
Polatnick
Byerly
Ilelmbold
Polatnick

the books
this serneSter.
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It’s everywhere
you want to be.
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STORMIN’
NORMAN

SUM(’ of Vell may have realmed
today is the ’first day of classes.
Fight back the tears of joy
While the typical SPA. student
was busy sacrificing fledgling trees to
celebrate a holiday or swimming in
his or her
flooded dining room, the
San Jose
sporting
world %V
reaching new
levels of
nation a I
Deepness
pronunence.
By Dwain Shekel!
All -Star game
"I tie National I lockey League
All. Star garlic flooded the city with
camera Crews arid Celebrities. For
one weekend, this city surpassed its
illustrious neighbor to the north in
importance.
Alex "I pretend to be as smart as
my show’s contestants" Frebek
could be seen walking in the
Pavilion. After the game, downtown
bars were filled with future !Lill of
Fante hockey players and their adoring fans. One drunken Spartan
Daily columnist looked up from his
lukewarm ( ;witness Saturday night
to see Eric Lindros enjoying a Bud
Light right next to hint.
Although the sloppily played
game is III 114, way flattering to the
game id hockey, it was an opponunity for hockey fans around the
world to watt li a viewer -friendly
laser puck dart around the ice in
front of the 1110%1 naively loyal fans
in the game. I hose with enough
minces- to buy one of the coveted
tic kris were treated to Mario
I efilictiX’S List game in San Jose and
a hat ccik Irmo the hometown hero.

See

Jose

"Norm Ossman is one of the most sincere, dedicated and
energetic people I’ve ever known, and the depth of his commitment to SJSU is unparalleled."
Stan Morrison, SJSU basketball coach

Stormin’ Norman visits with spectators during the Air Force game

Shekel!, page 11

Basketball
team faces
suspensions
Sparta/I Doily Mall Report
The San lose State University
Athletics Department may issue a
press release tinlay from the men’s
basketball team regarding the SIAM
of senior forward Wu Bacon and the
suspension of AllOther player fur
huisday’s game in Wyoming.
SINI1 head c tut h Stan Morrison
would not say whether Rat on ’s
future with the team was in jeopardy,
but did sav his status would be
addressed ccc the mess release. has on
had been given a one -game St1Spellsi.in Nov. 21 alter a physical altercation during prac nice with the team’s
leading scorer Olivier Saint -lean.
Bacon also was absent during the
Spattans’ victory over Air Force
hursday.
Morrison said Saint -lean, the
Western Athletic ( "athletic es leading stater, did not travel with the
temn to the hin. II loss to previously
tanked FICS110 State alter violating
team rules.
A %mine close to the team said
mote than one player would Ire sus
pended rot Thur,day’s gin
ricutrisicii. 110WCVer, would 1101
ccliii,s,.111t1 Ire StISpellded 101.1.1%
..I111 Mir 1,1,,
id sic ci ,..t11,1

Norman Ossman assists the cheerleaders in getting the crowd to welcome the SJSU basketball players to the court during the Air Force game on Jan 16

1101

By Melanie Balangue
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
When Norm Ossman c niers a stadium,
lie lets people know it.
her the years. ()ssnian has heroine a
,elelirite 1,1 %MIS within the ’NMI IOW Stale
’fliversity basketball and football (itS tilt
"Stormid NO1111.111." As the Srst: Athh.11,
Immed hull. lives
loathes LIST
the Sk hook
up to his iii, kname.
traditional colors of blue and gold 11-0171 heAll
to toe, it is not difficult to spot him in A
crowd. f/hat could be more niiineable than
a man with a blue and gold beard?
( bsolan started painting his beard bit
5151 games in 198’. Fred Ashy, the former
(2uarterbai k ( I tic. gave
president of
Ossman the idea. At .1 meeting. Ashe mentioned that Fresno Siam fans Wi,ir
sehool colors to shov, support Igor flit

Bulldogs Ache suggested that the club members do the same.
"I figured that it I painted my beard.
someone ought do the %AMC," 4 )ssman said
.1 thought that people might get involved
People might think someone as support
ive as 4 )SS111.111 W01111.1 be aft 11,11.: graduate_
hut the 4 lvii ago liAller did not go to imIlege.
Issinati, the ilWilet .1t ’mutton’
Norman 4 cirijret Shell 4 enter, has been
aSSikt ’Mud ccitic the university since 19K4.
Ossinan !timidly exhibits the countless
awards he has received from the SISU athletic
department in appreciation ot his dedication
to the school
On occasion. Ossiii.in brings out his
lattloti% -N,Wherl cit I WI title Ile en, mirages
his customers to plav and v.1111111, rt,ciVe
s Psi loothall game
free Ilc kct to
CO/re is hi%
Parked not outside

By im. Nil

SuN

RFALI

trikk. painted blue and gold, which he Ale,
urinate’s. rails 1 he Spartan."
.1 want people to he aware ot the
Spartans
to show support,- he said. "SJSI:
is 111111,1ftalit to San lose.)ssitian said his primary goal is to help
the
"It means .a lot to ’the players. and if I
can do anything at all to show my support,
clii in. he said.
( )ssiiian is dumbfounded that more people, students espet tally, are not involved in
supporting SISU athletics.
"People use the excuse that they are too
busy," he said. "I work 6S hours a week, and
in the past 1 i years. I’ve only missed two
games N,) tine (*Acme about being too busy is
weak. Resides svoi king long hours at his store.
( /smart. tiS. is At lv els- involved in other

SISU support groups. For the past six years.
()ssman has served as president of the
Quarterback Club, a booster group that raises
money for the football learn.
Lawrence Fan, SJSU sports information
director, has never seen anyone as dedicated
as Ossman.
"SJSU athletics is very lucky to have a
man such AS Norm ( bstnan supporting
them," Fan said. "He enjoys seeing student
athletes succeed, and that gives him a source
of happiness."
Stan Morrison, SJSU’s men’s basketball
coach, has nothing but admiration for
Ossman.
"Norm Osman is one of the most sincere, dedicated and energetic people I’ve ever
known, and the depth of his commitment to
Wit.: is unparalleled," Morrison remarked.
"The Spartan family loves him."
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Shekel!: San
Jose sports prosper
Owen Nolan.
Spartan bukctball
The Big West champion men’s basketball team has had a turbulent flight
into its first season in the Western
Athletic Conference. Currently, the
team has boarded a ValucJet plane and
is taking a nose dive into the abyss of
collegiate basketball obscurity.
The intercession break began in great
fashion for the Spartans as they beat
nationally ranked and then-undefeated
Alabama behind the superhuman efforts
of Thomas "Semper Fi" Lowery at the
Cable Car Classic. This seemed to be a
turning point of the season because both
Olivier "royale with cheese" Saint-Jean
and Brad "barber shop" Quinet had
horrendous games, and SJSU still won a
thrilling overtime battle. The next day,
SJSU claimed the tournament crown
with a victory over Detroit Mercy, raising its record to 8-2.
From there the downward plunge
began.
Fresh into the new year, fellow WAC
newcomer UNLV visited the Event
Center to kick off the conference schedule. More elbows and punches were
thrown in this game than most kickboxing fights. Rich "15 minutes of fame"
Taylor was involved in a game-long

IlumWs
Rualas
Swimming
beat L1C Santa CrUZ 92-48
and CSU Northridge 78-60

trash-talking session with UNI.,"s 6foot-11 center Kcon Clark, which
resulted in a Jermaine "sunshine" Smith
punch landing on the unsuspecting jaw
of the SJSU interim center.
By the way, UNLV won the fight
and the game. SJSU’s WAC record: 0-1.
Two days later the weary Spartans
hosted once-ranked Tulsa and their AllAmerican candidate guard, Shea "all
shoot, no dribble" Seals. And shoot he
did. Seals set up camp just beyond the
three-point arc and proceeded to rain
his favorite shot all night long.
SJSU’s WAC record: 0-2.
The Spartans were then forced to
travel to Fresno on a dreary Saturday
evening to face Jerry "we’ll just bend
that rule" Tarkanian’s Bulldogs, who
began the season ranked in the Top 20.
To make things worse on the team,
Saint-Jean was suspended for an undisclosed reason for the game.
The toughest game of the year plus
the least friendly court of the season
minus the team’s all-world player added
up to an embarrassing, demoralizing loss
to the incredibly skilled Bulldogs.
SJSLI’s WAC record: 0-3. Ouch.
The only win of the WAC schedule
came last week when the Spartans
downed the cellar-dwelling Falcons

Cowgirls mosey into S.J.

Irons Alf force.

Things don’t get any easier for the
team this week when they travel to
Wyoming arta Colorado State before
coming home to face surprising secondPlace Hawaii. Just think, last season the
Spartans took a losing record into the
Big West Tournament in Reno and left
the gamblers’ haven with the title and a
ticket to the big dance.
Not this year.
As for the women’s basketball team,
not this year either.
Other basketball
This season the Warriors are playing
in the San Jose Arena. Judging from the
team’s attendance figures, nobody cares.
The Lasers, who play in the SJSU
Event Center, are playing arguably the
best basketball in the area. Still, they too
are in a terrible slump that began when
Olympian Jennifer Azzi was lost for the
season with a separated shoulder.
Despite their record. the Lasers play
inspired and well -coached games led by
players that could walk on to many
men’s collegiate team across the country.
Maybe the Spartans could borrow
Sheri Sam for the remainder of the season to help them in their frontcoun.

TODAY

THURSDAY

Men’s Tennis
Quadrax Future Championships
in Indian Wells, Calif.
Lasers at Columbus
Sharks v. LA.
7:30 p.m. at the Shark Tank

Women’s basketball v. Wyoming
7:30 p.m. at Event Center
Men’s basketball at Wyoming
7:30 p.m. in Laramie
Men’s Tennis
Cluadrax Future Championships
in Indian Wells, Calif.

Spartan Daily Staff Report

EMPLOYMENT
FLEXIBLE SCHEDULES
Seeking teachers and subs for
our school age day care program.
We can work around your school
schedule. Early morning or afternoon positions available. F/T
employment available during
summer break. This is a great Job
to gain experience. Units in ECE,
Rec, Psych. Soc. or Ed required.
CAL),: 408379-3200 x21.

BICYCLE MESSENGER
Part-time, Flexible Hours.
Great for Students!
Serving Downtown Sanlose
Inner City Express.
22W. Saint John St. San Jose.
PRIMARY PUJS
ACTION DAY PRESCHOOL
Teachers/Aides FT/PT
ECE or Experience Preferred.
EDE. Call 370-0357,
TEACHER ASSIST. Montessori
School, Cupertino. tirs 10:306:30,
M.F. 6 ECE required. 2-6 yr olds.
Rate DOE. 40E32553770.
COUNSELOR MIDDLE SCHOOL.
Paid intern. Prefer mare. $7/hr.
MTh: 2-5. Excellent experience,
innovative pilot. Call Anna for info.
es 408.287-4170 ext. 251.

DRIVING INSTRUCTORS PT Si FT. $1000’s POSSIBLE TYPING. Part
Healthy HS Grad with clean DMV. Time. At Home, Toll Free 1-801)218
999W. San Carlos St. SJ. 971.7567. 9000 en T,2236 for Listings
TEACHER, PT/FT at high quality,
dropin play center for 2-12 yr
olds. Min. 6 ECE units req. Flex
days/eves/wkends. Team teach
environment. Benefits avail. Apply in
person at KidsPark:
Near Oakridge Mall, 281 8880
5440 Thornwood Dr.. Si
Near Valley Fair. 985,2599
2858 Stevens Creek Blvd. Si.
At the HUB, 510 792,9997
39102 Argonaut Way, Fremont
NEW Westgate Mali
Call Heidi at 2818880.

LEADING WIRELESS COMPANY
seeking customer service repre,
sentatives. PT/FT. Flex hrs. Salary
+ bonus. Will train. Call David H.
ri/ 40E1441-8600.
AFTER SCHOOL / DAYCARE
assist. for Cupertino Montessm Son.
Job includes care & supervision of
612 yr olds. Hrs: 2:30,6:30. MT.
Pay DOE. 40132563770.

TELEMARKETING PT/FT. We
sell discount subcriptions to Bay
Area newspapers. Auto dialers.
BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED Flexible hrs. gam-9pm. Downtown
near Ightrag 4 blocks from SJSU.
Earn to $25 00/hr salary tips
Students needed it the immediate Hourly $.$ plus bonus. Media
aea. Rilltime/part time openings. Promotions 494-0200.
Call today 1-415-968-9933
International Bartenders School
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
for egg donation Desperate ksky
couples need you, heip to conceive
Can you help? Ages 21 29
nonsmoker, healthy & resporstre
$3,000 stipend and asperses pad
Otter ett-nclies also needed. Please
cal WWFC 1510.821)9495
YOU.ID A MOWN A FIMAE1
We wit train you for a full.time
position with our nationwide firm.
We offer
*Weekly Pay Incentsms
Monthly Bonuses
Competitive Wages
eGrouprate Health Care
Complete Management Training
You must be career minded.
(That’s Ag, eai 4013 3453936
$110013’s POSSEILE READING BOOKS
Part Time At Home Too Free
1,800-218,9000 est 8-2236 for
Listings.

Certain advertisements In
these columns may neer the
reader to specific teiephone
for
numbers or add,
addltIonI InformtIon.
Classified readers should be
reminded that when ITIMMS
these Other contacts. they
should miquIre complete
Information before sending
money for goodie or services
In addition. Feeders should
caAy Investigate SI flans
offering employment Wings
crcoupone for discount
meatless or merchand I ae.

TUTORING

SERVICES

EVENTS

COMPUTERS ETC.

INSURANCE
Al/TO INSOFLANCE
Campus Insurance ‘-iervice
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
-Great Rates for Good Crivers"
"Good Rates for NonGood Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student" "Family Multicar"
CALL TODAY 2965270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBLIGATION
Also open Saturdays 9-2.

REFURBISHED MACS
BEST PRICESII
Classroom Computer Co.
11,49 Haven Ave OH
Menlo Park, CA 94025
Pm: 18001 8005115
FM:1415) 3061120
STUDENT SPECIALS
Mac SE &Classic
MAC Ilsi, ci. cx
POWER MACS
5200, 6214, 6100
MAC LC580
Inkjet & Laser Printers
Dot Matrix Printers

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

SUNDAY
Superbowl
Packers v. Patriots

Women’s Basketball v. Colorado St
730 p.m at Event Center
Rugby at UC Santa Cruz
Lasers at New England
Men’s basketball at Colorado St
Men’s Tennis
auadrax Future Championships
in Indian Wells, Calif.

FOR RENT

YOU’RE INVITEDI

2 BORM. APARTMENT- $900/M0
Security type building
Secure Parking
Close In
Modem Building
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St.
(408) 295-6893.

You’re invited to a
Christian Science lecture on
"Youth and Identity".
The following topics will be
discussed:
Who am I?
Do I make a difference?

SPORTS/THRILLS

Is there a real answer to
eating disorders?
Is there healing horn the scars
of child abuse?
Do we risk losing identity in
religious answers?
The speaker will be Morris
Trevrthick, CSB. a local
Christian Science practitioner.

100% PURE ADRENALINE,
There is nothing compared to
the exhilaration experienced by
skydiving! Tandem, Accelerated
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSU student owned & operated.
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510.834-7575.

WORD PROCESSING

When: This Saturday 1/25, 2pm
Where’ First Church of
Christ, Scientist
1807 The Alameda
San Jose (near YMCA)
Info Line: 408TOP TALK
Web Site:
http:/Awne right net .com/cs

EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papers/theses
our specialty. Laser printing.
APA. Turabian and other formats,
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available on
either WordPerfect or Word.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Cal Paul or Virginia 4013251-0449.

AFFORDABLE&EXPERIENCED.
Graduate Studies, Thesis, Term
Papers, Nursing, Group Projects,
Resumes. Al Formats, Specializing
from
$17111.
CARS
SEIZED
in APA. Spelling/Grammar/
Porsches, Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMW’s, Corvettes. Also Jeeps, Punctuation/Edging. 24+ )rs biz
WP 5.1/le Laser. PAM’S
4WD’s. Your Area. Toll Free 1
800 218-9000 ext. A-2236 for PROFF_SSIMIAL NAND PROCESSING,
247-2681. 8arn,8pm.
current listings.

AUTOS FOR SALE

FOR NanoniAL / AGENCY RATES cau_ 408-924-3277

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between words.
000000000000C100000000000000000

000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000
000000000000000000000000000000
Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
Four
Days
$11
$12
$13
$14

Five
Days
3 lines
$13 7Tcgiw,
4 lines
$14
She,
$15
6 lines
$16
Sendcheck or money order to
$1 for
Spartar Daily Classifieds
San Jose State University
After the fifth cloy, rate Incr
y 51 per day.
San JCS), CA 95192-0149
First line (25 spaces) set in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each
Classified desk is located in Dwight Bente! Hall, Room 209.
Deadline 10 00 a m two weekdays before publication.
SEMESTER RATES
Al ea are prepaid No refunds on cancelled ads
10-14 lines $90
3-9 lines $70
Retes for consamerve publications dates only
15.19 lines $110
QUESTIONS? CALL (408) 924-3277
Three
Days
$9
$10
$11
$12

and 6-foot-4 freshman center Danna Campbell
lead the Spartans in rebounding, averaging 5.6
and 5.4 respectively.
"Our freshman center has come a long way
this season." Smith said of Campbell, who stepped
into the starting role at the pivot at the beginning
of the season.
Wyoming, with a 10-6 overall record (2-3 in
the WAC) entering Thursday’s game, will be trying to snap a three-game losing streak.They suffered a heartbreaking 81-78 overtime loss to
Hawaii in Laramie Saturday.
The Cowgirls are led by junior guard
Courtney Stapp, who is averaging 14.4 points and
senior forward Jesseca Cross, who leads the team
in rebounding with 7.3 per game and assists with
3.6 per game.
"Cross is really a quality player. They’re really
balanced scoring, so there’s no one player to focus
on in their offense," Smith said. "We will try to
have a balanced defense and take them all out of
their game."
The game starts at the Event Center at 7:30
p.m. on Thursday.

Phone: 924-3277

TUTOR FOR HIGH SCHOOL WRITING ASSISTANCE any
student. M thru 15. for 2 hrs. subject. Why suffer and get poor
253-8175, evenings after 9.
grades when help is Just a call
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
college teacher) assists with
ANNOUNCEMENTS research & writing. Tutorial also
avail. Friendly, canng, confidential.
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN I
Convenient Peninsula location.
Only $5700 per year.
Dissertation/thesis specialist.
Save 30% 60%
Samples & references available.
on your dental needs.
Chinese & other languages
For info call 1 800655.3225.
spoken. Foreigners welcome!
For free tips, tools and ideas on
LOVE IS A BE... LOVE IS A DOI how to improve your writing,
visit our user-friendly Website
You’re invited to tune in to a TV at http://www.ael-pluceom
program which shares how God’s Regular e-mail! aci@netcom.com
love helps with single parenting, Call for free phone consultation.
heals addictions, and harmonizes (415) 52110308...ask fee Daniel.
race relations.
WRMNG HELP. Fast professional
WHEN: Tomorrow night at 11:30 editing, rewriting, ghostwriting.
Thursday. January 23.
Essays, letters, application
statements, proposals, reports,
WHERE: Channel 36 KICU-TV
etc. For more info, please call
Dave Bolick at 510-601-9554.
This Christian Science lecture is VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E-Mall.
sponsored by First Church of
Christ. Scientist. San Jose.

Two
One
Day
Days
$7
$5
$6
$
$7
$9
$10
$S
each additional line

SJSU (6-10) vs. Wyoming (10-6)
7:30 p.m., Radio KSJS (90.5)
Tickets : Free for students

SATURDAY

FRIDAY
Woman’s gymnastics
at lie Davis with MIT
Men’s Tennis
Ouadrax Future Championships
in Indian Wells. Calif.
Sharks v. New Jersey
7:30 p.m. in the Shark Tank

Classified
The SPARTAN DAILY
makes no claim for products or
services advertised below nor Is
SW. any guarantee Implied. The
classified colteme of the Sportful
Daly consist of paid aevertaing
and offerings we not approved Of
verified by the newspaper.

THURSDAY’S GAME

The San Jose State University women’s basketball team, off to a slow 1-4 start in conference
play, will host the University of Wyoming
Cowgirls in an important Western Athletic
Conference matchup Thursday night.
"We’ve been struggling early because our
inside players haven’t all been healthy at one
time," SJSU Coach Karen Smith said.
But there have been some bright spots for the
Spartan team which has a 6-10 overall record.
Senior guards Kari Steele of Lake Oswego,
Oregon and Kim Miller, the only Spartan from
San Jose, have excelled.
"The seniors in the backcourt have stepped
up and shown leadership that will help us down
the stretch," Smith said.
Steele leads the Spartans in scoring with a
14.3 points per game average, while Miller leads
the squad in assists, feeding her teammates with
3.5 per game.
Smith also praised Steele for her defensive
play.
"Kari has got most of the tough defensive
assignments. Against Hawaii she covered Nani
Cockett and shut her down," Smith said. Cockett,
who averages 19.4 points for the Rainbows, was
held to six points during her Jan. 4 matchup with
Steele at the Event Center.
Erin Irving, a 6-foot-1 sophomore forward,

Please check
one classification:
_campus mei* _ Rental Housing
Greek Messages*
Events’
_Announcements’
_Lost and Found"
_Vokriteers’
_For Sale’
_Autos For Sale
_Computers Etc
_Wanted’
_Employment
_Opportunrhes

_ Shared Housing’
Real Estate
_Services’
_HeellhiBerkrty
_Sports/Thrills’
_Insurance
_Entertainment’
_Travel
_Tutonng’
Word Processing

Sthotarenies

Special student rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person
in DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
-Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community.

FAX: 924-3282

***** ADVERTISE *****
IN THE SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS!

Daily

rtol

CROSSWORD
ACROSS

Genetic material
Broom’s cousin
Weaken
Theater sign
Words on an
envelope
15 Stale 17 Kneecap
18 Give for safe
keeping
19 Female
20 Montreal’s prov
22 18-wheeler
23 Florist’s item
24 Camels’ backs
26 Ice-cream
28 NYC subway
29 Makes loss
shallow
31 Convent
dweller
32 Furniture
rollers
34 Recovered
36 The good
days
37 - Grande River
38 Like some
hermits
42 Thin
46 Greek letter
47 A different one
49 Tomahawk
50 - and dads
52 Avarice
53 Swiss
mountains
54 Singer Turner
56 Whale’s habitat
57 Eye amorously
58 Base
60 Kind of lettuce
63 Barge pusher
64 Hillary’s
conquest
65 Response to a
ques
66 -- and downs
67 Went fast
68 Dry as wine
1
4
7
10
13

PREVIOUS PUZZLE SOLVED

MUM IMMO IMMO
NOOMO UMW ODIUM
MMOOM OMOM OMMO
MUMMA MCIMMMOMO
MUM MOMMOMM
OUMMMIUMM CIMU
OMB= OUMMM MOO
DOOM BOOM MOMM
MOM OUOMM =MUM
MUM OMOMMMMO
MMUMMUM CCM
UMUMMOMICI UMCIMMO
COMM MUM =MUM
MOM MUM MINIM@
DODD DOOM DOMIBM
DOWN
1 Knock gently
2 Popular falls
3 Gauguin and
others
4 Shopping
center
5 Petroleum
6 Commemorative tablets
7 More
expensive
8 Prince Valiant’s
son
9 Cooks’ items
10 Italian dessert
11 Ash
12 Morsel
14 Only
16 Minerals
21 Ref’s
counterpart
23 Singer
Damon
24 Rounding up
25 Growled
27 Also
29 River.moulh

30
33
35
38
39
40
41
42
43
44
45
48
51
53
55
57
58
59
61
62

formation
Craftier
One of ten
Actor Chaney
Limb
wedding
and goings
Undergarments
Ballerina
Moira -Flirts
Cost
Thing, in law
Type of shirt
Snooty one
Lab -culture
medium
Ben
Adhem
Sign of the
future
Call - day
Cozy place
to sit
Roe
And so on
abbr

Iu

MEM= =MEM
MINIMM MOM NM
MUM =UM =Mg
INIMMMIIM MEM
AMMUMME UMMINIMM
ME
MEM
diffiliMMEM MMEMMUM
MMINIMEM
MEM MOM.
MEM MEM MEM
MEMMEMM diNIMMEMI
MOM MEM=
MEM MEM ME IMO
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Elvis handler, Col. Tom Parker,
dies from stroke complications
LAS VEGAS -- Col. mom
Parker, the former carnival barker
who helped guide Elvis Presley to
stardom, died ’lucsday of complications from a stroke. He was 87.
Parker. a rotund, rough -aroundthe -edges figure with a fondness for
Cuban cigars, became Presley’s manager in 1955 as the young Memphis
truck driver was on the verge on
becoming a rock ’n’ roll sensation,
and stayed in the job until the death
of The King in 1977. After that,
Parker all but retired.
’Thomas Andrew Parker was credited with getting Presley a $35,000
recording contract with RCA Victor
in the mid -1950s when Sam Phillips
of Sun Records in Memphis decided
to sell the contract.
He also arranged Presley’s early
television appearances, including
three on "The Ed Sullivan Show" in
1956 and 1957 that helped catapult
the young Presley to stardom.
"He was a good manager in many,
many ways. but he had the best product that any person in the world.
including me, could have ever had,
and that was Elvis Presley," Phillips
said ’Euesday.
Parker seemed to exercise firm
control over Presley, who affectionately called him "admiral." ’The
"colonel" was an honorary title
bestowed on Parker in 1948 by Gov.
Jimmie I )avis of Louisiana.
Parker took 25 percent to 50 pei
cent of Presley’s earnings
figutc,
that some in the Presley circle consid
(-red too high. He defended his take.
saying: "I sleep very good at night
When they’ve done all they can with
him, then they start picking on me."
"I don’t think I exploited Elvis as
mush as he’s being exploited today,"
Parker said in 1993.
Parker was somewhat of a mysterious figure who preferred to stay out
of the public eye. Even his birthplace
was in dispute: He said West
Virginia, hut most rekrence hooks
said Breda, Netherlands.
His wife, Dianne, and longtime
friend Bruce Banke said he came to
the United States and served in the
Army before becoming a carnival
pitchman. He founded the Great

going to appear.
Parker Pony Circus, and Colonel
After Presley’s death, courts ruled
"rum Parker and His Dancing
that Parker had no legal rights or
Chickens, an act in which he placed
interest to his biggest client’s estate.
live chickens on a hot plate covered
A
300 -pounder
with sawdust. The
who was somewhat
chickens "danced" to
lacking in the social
the music.
graces, he wore walkmanaged
Parker
ing shorts, a colorful
country singers Eddy
shirt and a baseball
Arnold and Hank
cap to Presley’s funerSnow in the 1940s and
al.
’50s. He also managed
Early in Presley’s
Gene
pop
singer
career, it was Parker
Austin, who recorded
started marketing
who
the hit "My Blue
Elvis bracelets and
Heaven."
other trinkets that
Parker and Snow
first gave Elvis memoopened a hooking
rabilia its reputation
agency in Nashville in
for tackiness. The
the mid -1950s and
keepers of Presley’s
began booking conestate have tried in
certs for Presley, which
recent years to proled to Parker’s becommote most tasteful
ing Presley’s manager
and better-made souBanke, former v.,
Sam Phillips venirs, such as mugs
president of advertising
’50s record executive and clocks.
and publicity at the Las
He walked with a
Vegas Hilton, caller
cane during much of his adult life
Parker a master promoter.
because of a bad spine. He enjoyed
-You could not walk, fly or drive
gambling and was often seen playing
into Las Vegas and not know Elvis
roulette and craps in Las Vegas,
was in town," Banke said. "The
where he lived from the 1980s
colonel bought up every billboard,
onward.
had spots on every radio station.
lie is survived by his wife.
When he would take Elvis on tour,
Wt It’
arrangements
Funeral
he would remember the call letters of
incomplete at press time.
every radio station where Elvis was

" ... He had
the best
product that
any person in
the world,
including me,
could have
ever had, and
that was Elvis
Presley."

$89 Eye Care Special
Glasses Option
Comprehensive Eye Examination
One Pair of Metal or Plastic
Eye Wezr Frames (from certain
select groups)
CR-39 Plastic Single
Vision Lenses (within +/- 4 00 DS
6, */-2 00 cyl)

Contact Lens Option
Comprehensive Eye Examination
6, Contact Lens Feting
One Par of Baush & Lomb
Optima or American Hydron
Daly Wear Lenses
One Box Contact Lens
Cleaning Solution Kit

VLSI*

Technology

Right now, VLSI Engineers are creating technology solutions
for real world challenges...
VLSI Technology is a leading designer and manufacturer
of application-specific integrated circuits (ASICs) and applicationspecific standard products (ASSPs) in the consumer digital
entertainment, communications and computing markets.
From multimedia computers and set-top boxes, to digital video
and virtual reality games, to wireless and network
communications, and encryption tools, innovations from
VLSI will make tomorrow’s systems a reality.
You could be on the cutting edge of technology in the
DYNAMIC environment of VLSI.

On-Campus Interviews
Tuesday, March 11, 1997
Opportunities in Design and Product
Marketing Engineering, Network and UNIX
Systems Administration and Programming
BS/MS EE and Comp. Eng., BS/BA Comp. Science
and MIS majors, stop by the Career Center NOW to submit
resumes and for more detailed information about our opportunities!

FAMILY VISI(
k7ENTER
1)r. Lisa Ko, 0.1).
488 Blossom 11111 Road, Suite 2
San Juse, Ca 95123
14081 578-2020

rlirszttort( Front 11111.
South To IS South
(
or( Tthorn 1141 (Ter torn)
Turn rilett Into 1314mom Plam

You may also send resumes directly to: VLSI Technology, Inc.,
University Relations, 1109 McKay Dr., M/S 01, San Jose, CA 95131
or to annette. pittari@sanjose.vlsi.com referencing our on-campus date
EOF/M/F/b/V

At $13 a unit,
t

Do

class
can be a

dtt

on’t pay
much
for your Moth,
Science and English
reguirements.Eam 6
units In 3 weeks at our
sunny, breathtaking
campus. lust a I5 -minute
drive from downtown
San lose, we’ve got small
classes, easy parking, and
one of the highest
transfer rates to SISU.

;

Call 2 7 - 6 4 4 1
(wwsv.evc.edu)
Bring this in for your
free schedule
4750 San Felipe Rd.
San Jose, CA 95135
SPRING SEMESTER

Jan. 27 - June 5th
TILE COURSES

Feb. 1 - May 31st
WEEKEND COLLEGE

Feb. 22 - May 31st
MINI SEMESTER

Begins March 1st

PARIIAI LIST
OF COURSES:

A

illialk.....ilholdl1111111111111111111=....

Art
Biology
Business
Information Systems
Chemistry

in Studies
Computer
Information Systems
Drama
it momics

English
History
Math
Music
Natural Science

Philosophy
Physical Education
Political Science
Psychology
Social Science

4
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Management Trainee Postions
Longs Drug Stores is a major form in the retail drug industry,
which makes our persomiel among the finest To maintain
exceptionally strong growth, we continually search for highly
motivated individuals.
Management Trainee requirements:
Four-year degree or two-year degree and two years of
retail experience or four years of full time retail expe
rienm.
*Must have good communication skills, verbal, and
written.
*Must be able to pass a basic skills test and work a
variety of shifts.
Previous experience working with the public in a
cashier capacity is a definite plus.
Longs offers excellent benefits: medical, dental, vision care, paid
sick -days, holidays, profit sharing, and a 401K plan, employee
purchase privileges.
Send or Fax: Deana Wynne
2700 Homestead
Santa Clara, CA 95051
(408)247-5186
FAX: (408)554 -6,118

WE NEED YOU
DENRON is a manufacturing company that provides engineering
expertise in the building of wee harnesses and cable assemblies for
HIGH TECH industries. Denron is customer focused in providing its full
range of products and services. We are currently looking to fill our
PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR position. DENRON is also boking to
hire application engineers and process engineers.
The PRODUCTION SUPERVISOR is responsible for supervising the
activities of ascernbly workers: monitoring and improving product quality,
productivity, and efficiency; and planning and coordinating manufacturing
and production resources to meet customer needs.
Requirements for the position include:
BS Degree in either: Engineering, Business Administration,
Manufacturing Management (or equivalent experience)
Good communications skills
Leadership and learn skills
Good customer service skills
PC literate is a plus

Are You Looking for a Career in Biotech
and Pharmaceutical Research?
Quint4,44nipy haxT the perfect

Quintiles Pacific, Inc. is a contract research
organization which provides a wide range of
clinical research services for biotech and
pharmaceutical dients worldwide. Drawing
on the expertise of our talented staff, we
dramatically increase our client’s research
and reporting capabilities. Our organization
currently has job openings for undergraduates,
graduate and other interested parties in the following areas:
Biology / Health Sciences
Psychology / Sociology
’Statistics
’Computer Sciences

Come visit us at our booth at the JOB FAIR
or send resurnes to.
DENRON, INC.
ATTN: Encloyment / Training Ccordinator
PO BOX 612797
San Jose, CA 95161-2797 or you can fax us at: (408) 435-2661

denronINC

If you possess the gbove mentioned skills, we would like to
talk to you at the Sam Jose State University Job Fair.
Please bring a resume. For more information call John
ers at:
’it
415)
Sowers

Xcef4’.ee2Ce GAL cd,#ieviiciliejecxvrey

ciNtAs
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Child Development Incorporated
41111111111111111111111111111111

PEOPLE

*fitChid Dm:04mm amen Connoting Development Inempmnied

WHAT DOES CINTAS OFFER?
Industry Leader
Ranked #1 in Customer Satisfaction
$700 Million in Sales in FY’96

DIRECTORS / ASSISTANT DIRECTORS
TEACHERS AND TEACHER AIDES
SCHOOL AGE, PRESCHOOL,
INFANT/TODDLER POSITIONS
AVAILABLE IMMEDIATELY. . . .
FT/PT Schedules Available

Comprehensive Benefits
Including Health/Dental
Insurance, 401K and Paid Sick,
Vacation, and Holiday Time
RIE Philosophy

Commitment to Quality
Ongoing Training
High/Scope Curriculum

Exciting Growth
27 Consecutive Years of Growth
Compounded Growth of 24% in Sales
Compounded Growth of 35% in Profits

CUPERTINO, SUNNYVALE, SAN JOSE, MORGAN HILL,
CAMPBELL AND REDWOOD CITY LOCATIONS
For More
Information,
Call (408) 371-9900
or
(408) 235-9335
(24-Hour Hotline)

Serena Californta Familoes
For
Years
[Of

Career Opportunities
Management Trainee
Sales Representative
Sales Associate

Coordinated by the

!;11

Career
Center
Sin JON! Stare university
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Sun Shapes

Five-time Emmy
winner passes away
from heart failure
LOS ANGELES (AP) - Frank
PaceIli, the five-time Emmy-winning
director of "The Young and the
Restless," has died. He was 72.
PaceIli dicu
’lean failure last
Friday at Cedars-Sinai Medical
Center.
He had directed the CBS soap
opera for the last 16 years. He
received 12 Emmy nominations during that time, and won an Emmy for
his direction of the series in 1986,
1987, 1988, 1989 and 19%.
A native of Chicago, he got his
show business Haft at age 5, as the
voice of "Sucky" on the local radio
show "Skippy."
He began directing at NBC in
New York, moving up through the
production ranks for the public
affairs department’s live religious
programs to eventually direct "The
David Susskind Show."
He soon moved into daytime dramas, directing numerous shows
including "Dark Shadows," "Bright
Promise," "The Young Marrieds"
and "Morning Star."
He came to "The Young and the
Restless" in 1980 after 13 years at
"Days of Our Lives."
He is survived by a brother, Jerry
PaceIli of Los Angeles, and two sisters, Christine PaceIli of Sarasota,
Florida and Marion Palumbo of
Chicago.
There will be a memorial service
on Monday evening at CBS TV City
in Los Angeles.

PHOTO BY LEA TAURIELLO
Spartan Daily
A Student makes her way through shadows cast by the pillars of Duncan f-tall earlier in the week The sunny weather is expected to change as clouds are forecasted for the weekend

FBI arrests fourth suspect
in Washington bombings
SPOKANE, Wash. (AP)
Brian Ratigan was holding a oneway train ticket to Albany, N.Y.,
when he was arrested by FBI
agents early Thursday as the
fourth suspect in a string of
bombings and bank robberies here
last year.
Ratigan, in hiding since Oct. 8,
was charged ’llursday with five
counts in the July bombing of a
Planned Parenthood clinic and
robbery of a bank. The crimes have
been linked to white-supremacist
activities.
lie appeared before U.S.
Magistrate Cynthia Imbrogno just
two floors below the federal courtroom where the three men believed
to be his accomplices are on trial.
"This defendant is a serious risk
of flight," Assistant U.S. Attorney
Earl Hicks said in asking that
Ratigan, of the Sandpoint, Idaho,

area, be held without hail.
Imbrogno scheduled a bail hearing fin Monday and ordered
Ratigan held until then.
Ratigan, 38, was arrested by two
dozen FBI agents at the downtown
train station about 1:30 a.m.
Thursday.
Ile was with his wife and two
sons, who were not arrested, and
traveling under the name "Jack
O’Brian," Hicks said.
All final. family ITICTIlbf TS had
one-way rickets to Albany, Hicks
said. He did not say why they were
headed there and did not return
calls to his office after the hearing.
Ratigan formerly lived in Troy,
N.Y., near Albany, KIIQ
Television of Spokane reported.
The FBI conducted a nationwide manhunt for Ratigan,
described by the Spokesman Review newspaper here this week

Santa Barbara jurors to
deliberate wrongful suit
SANTA MARIA, Calif. (Al’) - A
dozen Santa Barbara County
Superior Court jurors will decide
whether five former ranch employees
of pop star Mic had Jackson were
wrongfully fired, harassed and intimidated.
The defense rested Thursday in a
trial that began in September 1996.
Defense attorney Steve Cochran
said it was Jackson who WM wronged.
"It was the plaintifls who engaged
in conspiracy," he said. "Who’s victimizing who? How low will the
plaintiffs go?"
The five former Newland Ranch
workers claimed in a wrongful termination lawsuit that bodyguards
threatened them into lying to the
grand jury that investigated Jackson
for allegedly molesting a teen-age
boy.
Prosecutors in lass Angeles and
Santa Barbara counties investigated
child molestation allegations against
Jackson in 1993, but didn’t file
charges because the 13-year-old
refused to cooperate. Jackson reportedly paid the boy and his family more
than $15 million to settle a civil lawsuit.
Although charges weren’t filed,
the six -year statute of limitations
allows prosecutors to re-evaluate the
case and possibly file charges if the
teen-ager changes his mind.

"The plaintiffs’ case is a series of
unproven assumptions," the defense
attorney said. "We know now they all
violated the confidentiality agreement" they signed when they agreed
to work at the Los (Alvin ranch.
Cochran also said it was the plaintiffs’ attorney, Michael Ring, who
along with his clients "lied, cheated,
stole."
’the plaintiffs are: Kassim Abduct!,
Ralph Chacon, Melanie Bagnall,
Adrian McManus and Sandy Domz.
The case is being heard before Judge
Zel Canter.

as a former Army sniper who
moved to Whidbey Island, about
50 miles northwest of Seattle in
Puget Sound, after leaving the military in 1989. Ile moved to northern Idaho in 1994, the newspaper
said. The Sandpoint area has
become a magnet for people with
white-separatist, anti -government
views.
!Wigan and his family declined
to stand when the magistrate
entered the courtroom Thursday.
l’he three defendants on trial in the
bombings have also refused to stand
when the judge enters the courtroom, a gesture of defiance that
underscores their refusal to recognize U.S. government authority.
The thin, lank -haired Ratigan
did not make any statement during
his brief coun appearance. Ills wife
did not talk to reporters after the
hearing.

JonBenet art offends
DF.NVF.R (Al’) The first panel been torn down twice since it went up 26 in the basement of her family’s
contains the word "Look" and an Monday.
Boulder home. The 6-year-old beauty
arrow pointing to a second panel,
Because of copyright concerns, queen was strangled and may have
where three color copies of a photo of Hidalgo would not comment on his been sexually assaulted, authorities
JonBenet Ramsey rest below the use of the photograph. which came have said.
words "Daddy’s little I looker."
from Newsweek magazine. It shows
An investigation into her death
Displayed on the University of Jonfienct in a white dress with full continues. No suspects have been
Colorado campus, the piece angered makeup and a crown of white flowers named and no arrests have been
some people enough fin it to he torn in her hair.
made.
down twice. On Wednesday, art stuKaren Wheeler, a Newsweek
At their regular weekly briefing in
dent Paul Hidalgo remounted the spokeswoman, said today it did not Boulder today, authorities said they
display, which he hoped would "raise own the copyright to the photo but have hired an outside investigator to
issues about child pageantry."
had merely purchased rights to pub- assist them.
"The ethics and morality behind lish it a single time.
Andrew "Lou" Smit, a retired
them must be questioned. Exposing
University of Colorado Fine Arts Colorado Springs police captain, will
young and impressionable children to interim chair Merrill Lessley said he be a liaison between Boulder police
this very adult and superficial institu- finds the temporary display hurtful and District Attorney Alex Hunter,
tion is a terrible thing," Hidalgo said and disturbing, but he supported the police spokesman Kelvin McNeill
in a telephone interview from the student’s constitutional right to use said.
Boulder campus.
the space.
Smit will be involved directly in
A spokesman for the Ramsey fam"For centuries, artists have taken the case and will follow it from the
ily was outraged.
on provocative subjects. This work is police investigation to the district
"Trying to sully the good name of no different." Lessley said.
attorney’s office, McNeill said.
a wonderful 6-year-old child who lost
Jonlienet’s body was found Dec.
her life in a horrible way is not merely tasteless, it is disgusting and vulgar," Patrick Konen said.
I lidalgo, 21, said the project,
*Mandarin E, Schechuan Lunch and Dinner
which cost him $100 in supplies, had
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Thoroughbred Racing
$1 Beers $1 Soft Drinks

$1 Hot Dogs $1 Admission

Taste the Difference!
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NIPS &SMOOTHIES.
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All food items 100% guaranteed
We make all of our gourmet Products with the
highest quality and freshest ingredients available.
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Tokyo Teriyaki Salmon
Sonora Marinated Chicken
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Free Commuter Mug
S I 0,000 Cash Giveaway
Sunday, March 16th
One commuter mug per paid admission
Cash is randomly placed (loom S1 to $1000) in some but not all mugs

Friday’s Alive, this Friday, and
for FREE Grandstand
Admission on Sunday, March 16th.
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Present coupon when ordering
One coupon per customer
Not valid with any other offer
Expires- March 28, 1997
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